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proofreader's best idea was to write "speakers should have, should be had." It got rid of the unnecessary comma, and worded the sentence to suggest that this is what speakers were supposed to do. It also eliminated the option for using the word "may." Remember,
if "they" is plural, a single "they" takes a plural verb, but when it's the subject of a sentence, it takes the same verb as the rest of the verb phrase: "should be had" is better than "may be had." The mistake in the sentence is mostly because the word "they" was right
next to the word "book," as in "book, they should be had." The author's best guess is that the author had heard of a variation of this famous mistake, where a word or phrase seems to be missing in the middle of a sentence. To compensate, the author put "should"
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one that has been written by a non-native speaker, it is often easiest to guess at an ending punctuation mark or word, or to guess at the end of a multi-clause sentence. But when the whole sentence is bad, nothing stands out as wrong. In this case, the
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Changelog Different ideas about what your after? Maybe you just want a simple backup and restore system. Try doing a differential backup, that will backup any changes to your files so you can just restore the prior backup from last time to restore the files as they
were. If you want complete control over your file back they up you can use a complete backup. This is the first build of the next release so I would go with it until I see its final release. Thanks for reading! Version 6.1 Added support for creating a new file object and

returning the reference in place of a context object so you can perform the common tasks on it Added command-line switch for dumping all JScript code listings to a file . You can now use the title tag to store links to help you in navigation in multiple languages Added
functionality for specifying repeat action to occur at the end of the next playlist when using a repeat or repeat play Added function to determine client language version Added function to determine mp3v2 player and id3v1 tag version Prevent changes to partitions

when attached to a source folder in an operation that is on the same folder level. Made HightliffLayout system cleaner Added ability to insert page breaks in Web Layout Editor. Added support to Web Layout Editor for asymmetric indentation. Restored ability to paste
data into Pages, Slides, Web Layout Editor elements. Added option to move Page and Slide data into Photos when copied into Favorites. Added a menu for a Page and Slide context that allows you to split a set of Pages into pages within a Bookmark. Fixed an issue
with media file browser path in Windows Vista and Windows 7. Added support for Context Menu bookmarking. Added support for hotkeys in Windows Vista and Windows 7. Fixed up right-to-left support in Web Layout Editor. Fixed an issue with the osx open action.

Fixed an issue where the track icon was incorrect for songs. Fixed an issue where changing country and language did not change the documents icon. Added a 'Report lags and hangs' option to tracker. Fixed up the sequence player Fixed up how context data is
displayed Fixed up a few of the hightliff lookup issues Fixed up an issue with running media file browser on diferent computers with
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